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GREEN CONSTRUCTION

Our commitment to green construction is evident in our methodology and approach project. From responsible
engineering practice to resource efficient eco friendly systems, we comply with the latest industry standards and
innovations for green construction and environmental stewardship.

GPS LED CIVIL ENGINEERING

We employ state of the art Trimble GPS technology which delivers:
ÎÎ Project efficiencies through increased productivity
ÎÎ Increase site safety
ÎÎ Exceptional accuracy
Through all phases of a project, from surveying, mapping, site preparation and engineering design, to precision
guidance for grading and excavating and delivery of as built BIM model components.
This delivery approach ensures we deliver on time and within budget on over 98% of our projects. It also allows
us to adapt quickly and efficiently to unforeseen changes / client inspired variations.

CORE PRINCIPLES

Our workforce is highly skilled and well re-numerated. A rigorous Continuous Staff Development (CSD) training
programme ensures our team are fully up to the challenges of any project.

WHO WE ARE

Maveric combines professional engineering practice
with cutting edge technology to deliver excellent results.
We specialise in complex heavy civil engineering and
infrastructure.
We are headquartered in Ireland with a regional presence
across the UK and with over 25 years experience we ensure
each and every client obtains an impressive return on
investment, which is why our repeat business ratio is greater
than 85%.
WHAT WE DO

We provide a comprehensive variety of engineering services through the use of safe methods, modern technology
& equipment, environmentally sound processes with a complete client focus.
From surveying, machine controlled design modelling, and safety conscious project management, Maveric provides
excellence, precision, and value for every service and project we undertake.
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Maveric’s commitment to health and
safety control measures is evidenced by
our Excellent Accident Frequency Rate.
We succeeded during the tough times because of the added value we deliver.
ÎÎ Transparent accounting means that entry costs = exit costs
ÎÎ Respect for people
ÎÎ A ‘one team’ collaborative approach for clients and downstream supply chain.
ÎÎ Commitment to innovation

Collaboration is the only way forward;
shared risk, aligned objectives.
OUR SUPPLY CHAIN

We only work with contractors and suppliers who share the same commitment to and respect for people that we
do. All our supply chain are vetted for compliance with Maveric Health and Safety procedures. Where they don’t
have the systems in place to comply we offer assistance to help them gain the necessary level. When it comes to
contractual issues we expect and encourage partnership working.

OUR CLIENTS

We are committed to developing long term relationships built on fairness, openness, and partnership working. Our
existing client base can confirm our commitment to providing a quality service and professionalism. Don’t just
take our word for it - ask our references.
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SNAPSHOT

ESTABLISHED
JUNE 2005

REGISTERED IN
IRELAND
433014

HEAD OFFICE

VAT IE 9644583A

REGIONAL OFFICE

IDA Business Park
Tuam Road, Galway Ireland
+ 353 91 760 711

93-99 Goswell Road
London EC1V 7EY
+ 44 207 388 8947

AIMING HIGH

BANKING

Allied Irish Bank, Tuam Road, Galway
(Euro and Sterling accounts)

WEBSITE

www.mavericcontractors.com

GEOGRAPHIC
COVERAGE
UK and Ireland

PUBLIC

CONTRACTORS

ALL RISK

€6.5m
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INSURANCE
AV I VA

LIABILITY

€13.5M

TECHNOLOGY &
INNOVATION

Our skilled team of professionals
seamlessly integrates the
latest technology with proven
engineering methods; effectively
innovating the Engineering and
Infrastructure Industry to bring
outstanding accuracy and efficiency
to every stage of the process. From
planning and design to surveying
and earthwork projects, technology
provides the edge that allows us to
deliver best value on each project.

TEMPORARY WORK
DESIGN & BUILD

Our experienced and innovative
Engineers combine practical
experience and knowledge to
produce a full range of design
services. Using industry leading
design software such as Auto Cad,
and Trimble Business Centre we
can produce creative, reliable and
cost-effective temporary works
solutions.

LAND & MARINE
SURVEYING & MAPPING

We use the latest survey equipment
on the market and combined with
our skilled engineers can complete
all field and office post processing
for Topographical Surveys,
Volumetric Calculations, As Built
drawings, Setting out services and
BIM modelling.
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YOU’RE IN SAFE HANDS


HEALTH AND SAFETY

We have a market leading AFR that proves our H & S
approach works. We invest in our employees to make
sure everyone goes home safely. We are committed
to our employees and supply chains well being - not
only protecting them from occupational risk but also
supporting their wellbeing through healthy eating
options, awareness of vitamin deficiency (Vitamin D
supplements) and skin cancer awareness courses.


THE COMMUNITY

We support the communities where we work. We have
undertaken school visits, provided work placements
with local colleges and employed people who were
out of work. Being responsible and accountable to the
community is fundamental to how we do business.


THE ENVIRONMENT

We believe in protecting the planet and leaving it
secure for our children and future generations. We
have reduced our CO2 omissions in the last five years
by 60% through investment in new plant, changes in
working methodology and sustainable sourcing of raw
materials.


CLIENT RELATIONS

Exceeding your expectations is our primary objective.
We aim for repeat business with quality Clients who
have the same ethos as ourselves. This is why we work
as partners with our Clients and why we put modern
systems, like GPS, in place that give you both choice
and value for money.

For these reasons we employ first rate professionals offering a turnkey service whilst complying with the IS.EN
ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System and the requirements of the safe-T-Cert scheme already achieved by
Maveric.
We also consistently make efforts to comply with the standards required by the ISO 14001:2004 Environmental
Management System and the OHSAS Safety Management System. Combined with the diligence and commitment
of Maveric to these Management systems, our Clients can be confident that we are in compliance with current
best practices at all times throughout the duration of a project.
We recognise the benefits of collaborative working; we understand how to develop effective relationships that
ensure all parties meet their individual and shared objectives. Our approach is based upon BS 11000 - we start
with a draft Relationship Management Plan (RMP) and a code of working and ensure it is followed through. That is
why over 85% of our turnover is repeat business. Once you have experienced our approach - why change supplier?
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WORKING SMART

UAV TECHNOLOGY

Drone technology innovates
our methods of data and aerial
footage collection. Drones provide
advanced solutions for collecting
data, site mapping, surveying, and
collecting aerial footage of the
equipment & site. It can capture
unique footage of equipment,
design layout, and overall progress
for designers, engineers, clients,
investors, project engineers, and
site managers; even observe
environmental impact from a
uniquely advantageous perspective.
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VISION LINK

The Vision Link solution integrates
Maveric’s site productivity,
material quantities, and materials
movement with asset and fleet
management to give us a holistic
view of our sites so we can make
the right decision at the right time.
Centralising and simplifying the
management of on-site operations
maximises efficiency, raises
productivity and lowers costs for
our entire fleet.

3DIMENTIONAL GRADE
CONTROL

We use state-of-the-art technology
to achieve millimetre accurate
results by linking satellite
co-ordinates directly to the
earthmoving plant. This means
our earthmoving equipment is
controlled by computer, which
virtually eliminates driver error on
finished surfaces.

TESTIMONIALS

This results in projects that are
completed to an exacting standard,
exactly as per drawing, more safely,
efficiently and cost-effectively.

OUR CLIENTS

BIM MODELLING

We implement Building
Information Modelling’s latest
technology to simplify and
accelerate accurate communication
between designers, engineers,
builders, clients, and investors.
BIM’s Intelligent 3D Modeling
Software allows Maveric to visually
create models that communicate
clearly each step of the project
to increase productivity, discover
ways to reduce cost by eliminating
errors, increase community & client
satisfaction, decrease waste and
conserve valuable resources.
We design, plan, and implement
each project more efficiently
and accurately while drastically
reducing waste and costly errors,
ensuring we deliver every project
within budget and on schedule.
10
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TESTIMONIALS

We worked with Maveric Contractors on the Highway
Project from Galway to Ballinasloe. We found them
to be professional in their approach to this contract.
They used the latest technology and always delivered
on time and within budget. They were approachable
at all times. We would have no hesitation in
recommending Maveric for future contract.		

Maveric carried out the goundworks and
drainage element of works on a recent project for
us in Galway. They were fully resourced, efficient
in their works and they fully supervised and
engineered all of the works, using gps controlled
machines. They completed within programme. I
would highly recommend Maveric Contractors.

MERCEDES LLORENS, EPSA GROUP

COLM CONROY, MJ CONROY

PJ Careys have engaged Maveric Contractors as a specialist
earthworks and drainage contractor on the 4.9km N84
Luimnagh Realignment scheme in Galway. We found their
use of advanced GPS technology has been an advantage over
traditional setting out methods and greatly improved on site
production in testing conditions. I would have no hesitation
in recommending Maveric for future work in our organisation.

We have been working with Maveric
for over 8 years on numerous projects
and always found their workmanship
to be of the highest standard, always
completing on time and to the agreed
budget with very little disruption to
our day to day activities.

KEN GOLDEN, P.J. CAREY (CONTRACTORS) LTD.

PATRICK WALSH, ONE 51 GROUP

CASE STUDIES

HIGHWAYS (MAIN CONTRACTOR)
R916 ROAD REALIGNMENT SCHEME,
GARRYCASTLE, CO. WESTMEATH
CLIENT: Westmeath County Council
CLIENT CONTACT: Pat Nally, 087 2274442

Maveric Contractors worked on the M6 motorway project. They are
one of the most trusted subcontractors with a willingness to prepare
and plan in detail, focussing on budget and delivery. Their strong
points included their capacity and reliability to carryout complex
work and agreeing detailed Methods of statement beforehand. Their
open communication and willingness to take remedial actions and
use additional resources. I would certainly recommend them for any
further business.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Realignment of the
existing R916 road and the construction of a
100m retaining wall.
COSTINGS: EUR 0.390M

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES CARRIED
OUT BY MAVERIC:
As main contractor on this project we began
with the removal of 40 trees and associated
scrubs and undergrowth.Extensive traffic
and pedestrian management. Construction of
100m retaining wall: Installation of 405m of
ESB ducting, 300m of Watermain, 1,207m2 of
footpaths, tactile paving, 452m of kerbing, 272m
of street lighting, 1,401m2 of tarmacadam. Also
included was the installation of associated road
signs, white and yellow lining, Landscaping,
grass seeding, reinstating existing areas.

DAVID FERNANDEZ, F
 CC
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RESERVOIR/DAM

EDUCATION
COLAISTE NA COIRBE BALLYMONEEN ROAD
CLIENT: JSL Group (Stewarts)
Client Contact: Tony Conboy,
087 3851101
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Topsoil, Subsoil Stripping,
Foundation Pads &
Associated Drainage Works
COSTINGS: EUR 1,050M

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES CARRIED OUT BY MAVERIC:
This development consists of the construction of a new 720-pupil
Post Primary School (approx. 7,400sqm) comprising 3 and part 2
storey teaching blocks, a Sports Hall, external play areas, 5 no. hard
surfaced ball-courts, 68 no. parking spaces, provision for bicycle
racks and vehicular set-down facilities within the school grounds,
together with a new grassed playing pitch located to the West of
the new school and all associated landscaping/site works including
attenuation tanks & signage. Construction of new access roadway
and junction located off Ballymoneen Road, with provision of
cycle tracks, footpaths, street lighting and associated landscaping
along the length of the roadway. Our elements of works included
35,000m3 of subsoil removal, 18,000m3 of rock removal, constructed
a 500m access road to the school for Galway City Council, foul/
storm/water main/service ducting and gas mains.

BANNISTER FARMS
CLIENT: CJ Pryor
CLIENT CONTACT: Dean
Whitcombe, +44 7816 295678
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Reservoir Construction
COSTINGS: £500,000.00

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES CARRIED OUT BY MAVERIC:
The project consisted of moving 50,000m3 create an earthen mound
and water storage reservoir for Bannister Farms Ltd. The clients
design was produced digitally and Maveric formatted a 3D model and
uploaded it to our GPS plant. Maveric had to segregate permeable
from impermeable soils to create an impermeable key wall around
the perimeter to seal the structurefrom leakage. This was a complex
operation as the correct soils had to be carefully selected and placed to
ensure the reservoir remained impermeable. Maveric’s GPS technology
greatly assisted in completing the reservoirs complex inner radius. We
also performed a volume analysis via a 3D model before the job started
and confirmed to our client that there was a cut/flll imbalance prior
to any work starting. This allowed our client to agree a cost increase
before the work started and avoided any post construction cost conflict.

LEISURE

PHARMACEUTICALS

ASHFORD CASTLE SPA &
LEISURE CENTRE WORKS

MONTJEU LIMITED ENABLING
WORKS

CLIENT: EJ Deacy & Carey Building
Contractors

CLIENT: PJ Hegarty & Sons on behalf of
Mallinckrodt

CLIENT CONTACT: Edward Deacy, 094
9545887

CLIENT CONTACT: Dave Casey, 01
4556270

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Groundworks
for a new Spa & Leisure Centre at Ashford
Castle, Cong, Co. Mayo

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Enabling
Works for a new Biopharma Facility at
Cruisreath Road, Blanchardstown, Dublin 15

COSTINGS: EUR 0.285M

COSTINGS: EUR 1,400M

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES
CARRIED OUT BY MAVERIC:
Excavation works to facilitate the
installation of a Secant Piled Wall
comprising 1200mm diameter hard/
structural and soft/non-structural concrete
piles to form a watertight retaining wall.

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES
CARRIED OUT BY MAVERIC:
Excavate 50,322m2 of topsoil; Excavate
15,653m3 of subsoil; Rock breaking
2,969m3; Installation of 6,897m of surface
water, foul water, water, gas, fire hydrant
& electricial services.

HIGHWAYS
N84 ROAD REALIGNMENT
CLIENT: PJ Careys
CLIENT CONTACT: Ken Golden, 01 8427300
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: New road
realignment on the main N84 Headford to
Galway road
COSTINGS: EUR 1,100M
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DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES CARRIED
OUT BY MAVERIC:
Tree/shrub removal throughout the 4.9km
route; Excavation for foundations and
earthworks; Drainage and utilities including
chambers, drains and service ducts; Watermain
installation with associated valves, meters etc;
Embankment construction; Partial demolition
of existing stone work walls along the 4.9km
route; Extensive Traffic Management along the
main N84 road with Stop/Go system in use on a
daily basis ADDT >10,000 vehicles.
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HOUSING (MAIN CONTRACTOR)

HEWLETT PACKARD - NEW
OFFICE DEVELOPMENT

BALLYMONEEN - HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT

CLIENT: MJ Conroy & Sons

CLIENT: Burkeway Homes Limited

CLIENT CONTACT: Colm Conroy, 094
9521600

CLIENT CONTACT: Fred Fullard, 091
565004

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Topsoil, Subsoil
Stripping & Associated Drainage Works
COSTINGS: EUR 0.560M
DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES
CARRIED OUT BY MAVERIC:
Removal of 89 Trees and associated
shrubs and undergrowth; Removal off
site of 11,571m2 of topsoil; Breaking
out and removal off site of 1,993m
of rock; Installation of new foul and
sewer drainage excavation works and
facilitate tie ins to existing connections;
Foundation trenches and 115 isolated pits;
Installation of ducting for ESB, EIRCOM,
Gas, Watermains; Installation of ducting for
site lighting around the proposed building,
landscaping and seeding works.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Groundworks
for 73 Homes at Ballymoneen Road,
Galway
COSTINGS: EUR 2,000M
DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES
CARRIED OUT BY MAVERIC:
As principal contractor we excavated
19,605m2 to a reduced level; Breaking
out and stockpile of 23984m3 of
rock; Disposal off site of 15,621m3 of
material; Installation of new foul and
sewer drainage excavation works and
facilitate tie ins to existing connections;
Installation of ducting for ESB, EIRCOM,
Gas, Watermains.

CONTACT INFO

+353 (0) 91 760 711
info@mavericcontractors.com

MAILING ADDRESS

IDA Business Park,
Tuam Road, Galway Ireland
93-99 Goswell Road, London
EC1V 7EY, United Kingdom

Want to know more about us?
Want to work with a formidable Tier 2 supplier?
Want someone to mitigate your ground risk?
Then talk to Maurice.
maurice@mavericcontractors.com
+353 (0) 87 258 8569

